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Quote from Swami Rama Bharati:

"Want to expand your consciousness? Try meditation--not drugs. Yogis say that drugs weaken the
will, damage the subtle body, and stupefy consciousness. One yogi stated he'd seen heavy-duty drug
users so internally damaged, they would need lifetimes to detoxify their subtle body."
"Hallucinogens like LSD can do irreparable harm to the impressionable energies of the subtle body.
Aspirants are advised to avoid mental crutches like drugs. Instead, they need to develop mental
clarity and strength-- something drugs can't give."
I want to add here that Satanism has its roots in ANCIENT Hinduism, going back to the beginning.
Sadly, through the centuries, Hinduism has, like other religions, been seriously corrupted. Slavish
worship of so-called "Gods," rejection of anything material, promoting poverty as a virtue, physical
mutilation, rejection of desire (of course, this excludes the fanatical desire in slavish worship), and
other crap.
A REAL GOD does not need or require slavish worship in order to exist. Also, books on Hinduism, and
other religions of the Far East, one can see through the lies in these areas, as the authors contradict
themselves endlessly.
Myself and HP Hooded Cobra worked together empowering important souls for Satan and Lilith.
Lilith worked directly with us. I will tell you, a spirit without a physical body cannot progress or
advance in power. We had to empower them, as we are in the physical world. This is why most souls
reincarnate. Being dead is intensely boring. The dead cannot make any sounds themselves, as they
have no physical voice to change their vibration.
Your home is where your material possessions are. Often, when one leaves one's seat and wishes to
come back to that seat, one will leave a sweater, jacket, etc, as this shows one still is using the seat.
Where would we be without books for example? Without the material, life is empty and
meaningless. The Jew has relentlessly attacked the material by promoting that poverty is a virtue on
the one hand and on the other, pushed materialism ad nauseum, just like they do with sex, to create
a backlash, where as with communism, one owns nothing and the Jews own everything.
Material possessions should be respected and appreciated. There should be a healthy balance
between the spiritual and the material.
In closing, some Christian idiot was blabbing on his stupid website how in spite of the Hindu Gods
and Goddesses, India is extremely poor. He only revealed that he is a deluded ignorant fool.

This is the result of corrupted Hinduism. Most just slavishly worship their "Gods" and have no
knowledge how to apply the spiritual, such as workings, stating affirmations, directing energies,
properly using the energies they've raised and so forth.
Only through Satan can we really advance. Lilith told me more than once, that "Books are sacred."
In a nutshell, rejection of the material, slavish worship, "moral" control, dietary control, poverty is a
virtue, and turn the other cheek mentality, and related, are all of the enemy and lead to nowhere.
Just like in the movie "The Ninth Gate," at the end of the maze, the doorway is bricked up.
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